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What’s a Super Bowl 
without chicken wings?

Beaver & Bulldog 
Neighbourhood Taps & Grille
Beaver & Bulldog has long been 
a staple in Mississauga for great 
wings, which are big and meaty, 
not fatty. The sauce selection has 
been reduced, but the ones that 
remain cover a good range of 
flavours. Try the Chipotle wings 
for a nice balance of heat and 
flavour, the Thai for some sweet 
heat, or the Tsunami for face-
melting spiciness. Half-price on 
Tuesdays after 4:00 p.m.
1580 Dundas St. E.
905-270-6715 
beaverandbulldog.com

Blue Sage Gourmet Eatery
The wings at Blue Sage are 
unlike most others you’ve had: 
these are straight-up low-and-
slow barbecue-grilled wings. 
They never touch a fryer and 
the meat falls right off the 
bone. Mainly you taste meat 
and smoke, and the sauce acts 
as an accompaniment, not the 
dominating flavour. If you’re 
looking for something different 
with your wings, this is the 
place to go.
980 Eglinton Ave. W., Unit #2
905-212-1441
bluesage.ca

Coopers Pub
The crispy wings at Coopers 
may be a bit smaller, but what 
they lack in size they make up 
for in flavour. There are over 20 
flavours available: try the Cajun 
or the Smoked Honey Garlic, or 
for something a little different, 
the Coconut Curry. Wings are on 
special on Sundays (all day) and 
from Monday to Wednesday (after 
4:00 p.m.) with the purchase of a 
drink—a pint and a pound will only 
cost you close to $10!
780 Burnhamthorpe Rd. W.
905-275-3245
cooperspub.ca

PK Creek Bar and Grill
Tucked away in the corner of a 
plaza just west of Dundas and 
Hurontario lies PK Creek. Their 
wings are big and filling, and taste 
like a cross between barbecued 
and deep-fried. Their flavours lean 
towards the milder and sweeter 
end of the spice spectrum, so if 
you like heat, order at one spice 
level above your usual. 50-cent 
wings every Tuesday. It’s also an 
ideal place to watch the Super 
Bowl, with lots of seating and TVs.
225 Dundas St. W.
905-306-1999
pkcreek.ca

Abbey Road
The ever-popular Abbey Road 
Pub & Patio boasts some of the 
best wings in the city. Their saucy, 
well-cooked wings are meaty 
and lean, they’re available plain 
or dusted, and the quality is 
consistent regardless of when you 
go. The sauce selection covers all 
the classics, but you can combine 
sauces for even better flavour 
combinations. Our favourite: Jack 
Daniel’s BBQ mixed with hot, for 
a blend of sweetness, smoke and 
heat. Go on a Thursday—it’s just 
$5 for a pound, and you can jam 
with the house band!
3200 Erin Mills Pkwy.
905-608-9603
abbeyroadpub.ca
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